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ABSTRACT

We analyze the behaviour that correlation funct ions ought to have on

the lattice in order to reproduce QCD sum rules in the continuum limit. We

formulate a set o£ relations between lattice correlation functions of meson

operators at small time separation and the quark condensates responsible

for spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry. We suggest that the degree

to which such relations are satisfied will provide a set of consistency

checks o n the ability of lattice Monte Carlo simulations to

reproduce the correct spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking of the continuum

limit.
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* To he submitted for publication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two fundamental properties of Quantum Chromodyramics the analyticity

of matrix elements of chronological products and the existence of a shore

distance operator product expansion (OPE), can be used to derive a variety

ol sum rules, which pose constraints on the hadron it spectrum and further

relate it to order parameters, such as those characterizing the spontaneous

breakdown of chiral symmetry [l, 2]. Currently, important results for riadronic

spectroscopy are being obtained by means of numerical methods (Monte Carlo

simulations), which require a Lattice formulation of the underlying quantum

field theory [3j. While the Lattice necessarily violates the short distance

behaviourof the continuum theory, one would expect that, as the regularization

is removed by letting the lattice spacing go to zero, the relationships based

on the operator product expansion become increasingly more satisfied. In

this article we shall discuss the transcription upon the lattice of some

important equalities, following from the OPE, which determine sum rules of

particular relevance for the study of the mesonic spectrum. A numerical

verification of the degree to which such identities are satisfied, within

the context of lattice calculations of the hadronic spectrum would provide,

in our opinion, a very valuable check of the self-consistency of such calcu-

lations and of their capability of reproducing the physics of the continuum

limit. We shall not reproduce here the results of any actual numerical

calculation, but shall limit ourselves to a formal analysis of equalities

which ought to hold where the lattice spacing becomes small enough. The

subtLeties of lattice formulation of fermionic systems are enough, we believe

to warrant such analysis. We plan to present results from Monte Carlo

simulations, now in progress, in a future publication.

II. THE SUM RULES

We shall divide the identities we consider into two classes, according

to the sum rules they give origin to in the continuum limit. The sum rules

of class (I) are those whose convergence in the chiral limit m -»Q is governed
q
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by the" order parameter <$i(j > , while those o( class (II) have their asympto-

tic behaviour determined by various four-fermion condensates. I.or us begin

with an illustration of the sum rulus themselves, concentrating on the types

proposed in Rcf. 2 turning our attention Later to the underlying short

distance behavioio-(we suppress flavour-labels for the moment).

Type I - odd sum rules

V (i)

where A . P I t ^ S ) satisfies

i

(b)

(2)

where nd IL,,.(S) satisfies
1

where
the relevant anomalous dimension Y is defined in what follows.

Tyue II - ohi ra l ly p_roleerted odd sum rules

(a) VU-

(3)

where

satisfies

"r l -

\ ds

S+Q

where

refers to colour.

where

satisfies

with

and

.I*"
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In the type II sum rules we have not exhibited the anomalous

dimension factors. The anomalous dimension of lt-fermon operators has

befii analyzed in Ref.3, where renormalization group invariant operators

have also been discussed.

These sura rules together expose different aspects of the spontaneous

breakdown of the chiral symmetry and the bearing this has on the meson

spectrum. Sum rule l(a) is saturated by the pion family and the convergence
even

can be achieved/by the higher states completely decoupling so only a zero

mass pion pole contritutes,when I(a) corresponds to the well-known low

energy theorem Fjn <*IP10% =<iV) . «h«e ^otA^IH> r ^ P ^ .In contrast

sum rule I(b) is saturated with the f family and the convergence is associated

with either decoupling of the higher states or with alternating phases

in the coupling of successive states. The chirally projected odd sum

rules on the other h=nd are directly related to the mass splitting in difEerent

meson families. For example Il(a) the Weinberg sum rule constrains the

masses and couplings In the f-A,-"Tl system. If there was no spontaneous

breakdown of the chiral symmetry, then the pion would decouple and the

J> (1* ) and A (1 ) states would be degenerate . The precise mass
1 C

relations will be governed by the order parameter f- w • finally,sum

rule ll(b) measures the splitting in thef(l") and B d + ) families.

In this case if the order parameter / S T and l t s higher dimension partners

vanish then the f and B families would be degenerate in the chiral

limit. The above superconvergent sum rules can be directly converted into

statements about lattice correlation functions, simply by writing the Wilson

OPE in configuration space. In Euclidean space we obtain the following

behaviour of the corresponding Euclidean-Schwinger functions, In which we

retain only the leading explicit mass - and spontaneous - chiral symmetry

breaking terms:

Lt

(5)

where in Euclidean space <T i B defined by £ 2 ^ , A- ] / l a n d h e r e

i f
1

m is the common quark mass. The functions A and & are defined
m

by writing the fermion propagator in Euclidean space in the form

- I Tf-^

where

is the standard modified Bessel function 1

(7)

I t ( b )

Under renormalization these relations are weakly modified by

anomalous dimension factors. In the case of I(a) there is no loga-

rithmic factor in front of the order parameter lif'*^ > because the operators

P and Zf.2f nave some renormalization constants. Thus the scale /*

at which ^»4>i s evaluated is the same scale at which the operator P

is defined. Consequently the renormalization group invariant

definitions would be appropriate choices (or both operators. On the other

handj in the mass term m should be replaced by W (»»*) f ''s^'^V^f/1*'}]

since the anomalous dimension of P and K^i is ~ &n\. , where

' m ' ^ / f " " ^""t^ is c n e anomalous dimension factor associated with the

mass renormalization. Here I) j. is the number of flavours entering in

the calculation of the |1 - function, [in the quenched approximation in

lattice calculation one neglects quark loops, so n j should beset

to zero.] In the case of l(b), because the tensor current Tp,/ has

a different anomalous dimension, the following logarithmic factor appears.

~ T7.|

(G) -6-
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is replaced by [ag(x V a ^ M
2 ) ] T ™ < #>(/) where

the order parameter and the tensor current ai» defined at the mass scale p-"1-

and Tf-f = 4/OO1 - £. nf)). In this case l he mass term is replaced

by O K ^ j C ^ t i i ' V / ^ ) ] ^ * n - In all cases one can simply rewrite

all the operators in terms of renormalization group invariant objects, when

all reference to the scale ^«A disappears.

A more complete list of Wilson expansions of the current products

relevant to sum rules of type 1 and II are given respectively in the

following two tables.

Table II;

< ^

< T

vhere

List of type 11

t

relationships in t ht; 1 i^it m=0

r i
lJ/ -

in. TRANSCRIPTION TO LATTICE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

Table

<

<

<

where

and

I : List of type

! Vi. Cx ) S *( <0 S

' f t r (if) ?*<<•> ^

T fit) V/f .^

S» Jjf ; p ,

I relationships

]

To find a lattice transcription of Eqs.(5-8) we consider the Kogut-

Suaskind (K-S) formulation of the Dirac equation, [2] generalized to an

Euclidean lattice [3]. We concentrate on this formulation because it elimi-

nates some of the unwanted fermionic degeneracy, inescapable on the lattice

so long as one maintains locality of the interaction [4], while even preserving

at finite lattice spacing a U<1) - subgroup of continuous chiral symmetry

for zero quark mass [5,6]. This feature, which is not shared by other

formulations, is crucial to a study of how well the chiral properties of

the continjum 1imit are realized on the lattice.

He denote lattice sites by integer valued coordinates x=Jx ,x ,x ,x I

and b y f o r k ( p = l - 4 ; k = l-3) unit vectors in the ft , respectively,

• It directions. The dynamical variables are the U^ SU(3)-

matrices associated with the links between x and x+p and the fermionic

fields If,, and 2jj , carrying an implicit colour indux, but otherwise single

component objects.

Dirac equation:

We use the following representation of the lattice

with

S = (-1)
x

- U
x - 4

(-1)

0 ,

- (-D

(9)

(10)
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There j s some arbitrariness in the choice of phase factors in the K-S

formulation (different phase factors leading to equivalent equations).

The phase factors in Ects.'y) and (10) art M L conventional, but have the

.advantage of making the construct explicitily symmetric with respect to

•/die permutations of the apcit±ai coordinate ax i F, .

The problem we face is of finding a convenient LranscrLption o£

rhp bilinears in Eqs.(5-8) in terras oE the fields ~i*>t , A»« • it is known

that the algebra of T matrices and isospin (or, more properly, S U C O -

(lavour) transformations is realized, within the K-S formulation, by shifts

o I' one lattice spacing within the unit cell and by multiplication with phase

factors (~1) t (see, for instance, Ref.[6]J. To make this algebra

as evident as possible wo use the following formalism (see also ReE.[7]).

_ - d
We expand the fermionic fields H>K and v1 t in terms of. ̂  component field

^*' *lt«3<X2«l • "ith 0<r = 0 or 1:

• fa
with the restriction that all

(ID

have Fourier components, only in the

first Brillouin zone, i.e. with -JL < h < Tr (rather than-T

- • " / „ •
(12)

Clearly, a Cictor (-1) I* operates as a (Oj

the fields ^ n ,„

It corresponds to an operator £

The action of a shift -• x + 2

in Fourier space.

( matrix on

is more' subtle.

However ?

we shall assume that only tl^ S; 0 is relevant to the continuum limit

(after the expansion of Eqs.(ll) has been performed) and thus we shall identify

the action of a 5 , matrix in the space of the fields ̂ JjT̂  c^ with a shift

of +_ 1 lattice spacing in terms of the original field *f-% .

It is convenient to use different symbols to represent the action of

Pauli matrices on the different components of the field we shall

-9-

UEP 0* a 7X <f- to denote the action on tbrJ- labels associated with the

x, y, z and t diredions(tespectively. Thus the algebra in the 16- dimen-

sional vector space turresponding to the spin and flavour degrees of freedom

is expressed as a direct product of the algebra generated by the 0", j) , Tt

and T matrices. In terras of the fields '*!?*,{*' 1, and with the notation

just established, Eq . (9) takes the form

fj71'^ v> V
(13)

w ~ O

where now V stands for the covariant finite diEference

Eq .(13) is actually correct only for constant ll'1 ; but we expect it to

represent the correct continujui limit of Eq ••(9) if the dynamics of the gauge

field is such that the contimum limit is dominated by long range fluctuations.

Eq • (13) makes it clear that the y — matrices are expressed in

the reducible form:

3 I » li J = (..

Ic would be straightforward now to perform a change of basis bringing the

y - matrices to block diagonal form, but an even simpler way to analyze

spin and Elavourcontents of the Lattice termionic field is to supplement

the Y- matrices with a corresponding set of SU(4)fiavour matrices T „»

and commuting with the y- matrices. A convenient choice is

,-TT3 ,T3 = = 0",

Eqs.(14) and (15) can be easily inverted. Thus one finds, for instance, that

°\ - î "if "̂ 3 Ts . f 1 * ̂  *f$ X Tj. etc. with

-10-



T T T T
1 2 3 4

and .for exomple in the continum limit, the bilinear (-1)

(16)

crresponds to a, , i.e. to J! / T T

the considerations developed above it is easy to find a bilinear

involving fields If and ̂ » separated by at most one lattice spacing per direc-

tion, which reduces in the continuum limit to any chosen bilinear. Another

example is the bilinear t£ "f T
2lt?

 o f c h e continuum theory, which translates to

?f? "C. and thus corresponds to (-1) U-x on the lattice

since T, is realized through the phase factor (-1) and O" , TT

correspond to shifts of one lattice spacing in the 1st and 3rd direction,

respectively. As a matter of fact, a coupling such as V x t̂* x+1-t-J

is not correctly gauge invariant, and should be made such by insertion of

appropriate gauge variables, as in J K̂ Ux UjcvT ^HJH-I*! c r l n t h e

more symmetric combination % **• x (,UX U j ^ t K}^ Ux<-4 ") A*JC«-i
1* 5

It is now easy to derive relations that reduce to Eqs.(5-B) in the

continuum limit. There is however some arbitrariness in the selection of

fee flavour matrices in the definition of the non-singlet currents, which

is irrelevant in the continuum limit, but not for non-vanishing lattice

spacing, since flavour symmetry is broken on the lattice. The criterion

we shall follow is to have quantities which are as local as possible on

the lattice; this both for computational simplicity, and also for the more

fundamental reason that the continuous chiral symmetry present also at non-

vanishing lattice spacing for m = o is generated by the local operator

(-1) . Thus theorems related to the appearance

o£ a Goldstone particle remain satisfied for those Green's functions Involving

the local bilinear (-1)

that (-1)

**"• S** . Incidentally, we remark

*** l B r e a i i z e d a s <yt p, H, x, = ~fs T y , which

demonstrates the non-singlet nature of the m = o lattice chiral symmetry.

The singlet chiral transformation '£ is realized instead as

" "1 5\ "ti Ti O"^ P- TTj T% ant^ involves a shift between points

at opposite vertices in a hypercubical unit cell.

For the non-singlet pseudoscalar density in Eq «(5) we use

P = (-.J 1 T * ^ ^ x (17)

which, as discussed above, reduces to 7> i> in the continuum limit.

The corresponding choices for the components A or A of the axial current

must reduce to i t£ V^~is Ts $J s -i ̂  Cr, y( -rt, T< T j jg

or t' If "Jfj ^j T s "̂ J 3T f ̂ f C, TTa T, T£ «nd are therefore given by

2 •+ U-c

and
Utt

u * 2

(18)

(19)

Also we may realize V and T of Eq . (6) as t£ i 'Ijj — *g P, It, T(

' ?f f, X, T, Tj t£" > i.e., through the bilinears

U t '

and 1

and

Relations l(a) and I(b) imply therefore, as one approaches the continuam

limit, a behaviour

(20)

Ka>

Kb)

TT*f (21)

(22)

plus terms less singular for small separation In time. (in M.C- calcula-

tion the mass term in Eqs.(21) and (22) is comparable to the <*>*} term [111)

Consideration of different components leads to different consistency checks,

-11- -12-



such as

I(a') (a, (23)

where a denotes the lattice spacing.

The analysis o£ the relations ll(a) and (b) is less straightforward.

If one insists on the singlet chiral operator Tf in the projections ~S

and ~*"-J" (see Eqs.(3) and (4)) one finds bilinears that, no matter

what the choice of the f laveuTmatrix, are related by a °a f o "^I **»

operator, so that if one of the components, say the vector part of ~^f~ '

is represented by a local bilinear, the other one, e.g. the axial part

of T , is represented by a bilinear with maximum separation in the unit

cell. The most symmetric combination consists in a choice where both

components are given by fields separated by two lattice spacings along the

sides of orthogonal plaquettes, for example one may realize V = V X, T^ If

and A = i "If Ti Yj Ti, If

and

If however one allows for a T flavourrotatlon In the projection operators,

replacing 1 +_ "jf- with 1 + TLTV , the bilinears in the relations II(a)

and ll(b) can be realized in terms of the local operators

as in Eqs.(20) above,

and correspondingly

= (-) (24)

and of the bilinears

+ Lo.H

~r
Relations ll(a) and (b) correspond to

(25)

and ll(b)

(26)

(27)

u^y and M^ T having been defined after Eqs.{3) and (4),

ua
Let7disousa the sense in which equations such as (21 - 23) and (26),

(27) are expected to be satisfied. Monte Carlo calculations of the hadronic

spectrum rely on the existence o£ a scaling window a domain of values of the

unrenormalized coupling constant for which the lattice spacing is small

enough to reproduce the features of the continujm theory, yet large enough

that the total extent of the lattices one can consider for practical computa-

tions is comparable or bigger than the typical hadronic size. In this

scaling window, separations in time of a few lattice spacings might constitute

a distance small enough that the leading short distance behaviourof the

OPE manifests itself, yet large enough for the lattice to" approximate the

continuum results. The existence of a window of time separations in which

the equalities proposed in the text are approximately satisfied on the

lattice would constitute a very important test of the capability of the

lattice formulation to reproduce the small distance properties of the continuum

theory and the dynamics oE spontaneous chlral symmetry breaking, upon which

rests the derivation of QCD sum rules.

43- -14-



A numerical verification of Che relations discussed in this article

is in progress, and we hope to present Its results in a future publication.

IV. FINAL REMARKS

An Interesting aspect of the sum rules we have concentrated on above is

that when looked at from the point of view of lattice gauge theories,

they relate two different facets of the theory. On the one hand the LHS

of these sum rules, correspondi to the averaging of a product of two propagators

over different gauge field configurations. This averaging leads to the

bound state spectrum. On the other hand the RHS correspond to chiral

symmetry breaking order parameters, which in principle could be due to pre-
12)

dominance of particular gauge field configurations. For example one

could imagine that the vacuum state in QGD corresponded to gauge field configura-

tions A for which the color magnetic flux locally pointed in a given

direction. In this case quarks would be trapped into cyclotron orbits

and this would correspond to a non vanishing order parameter < Ẑ. ̂ .S . Wjhen
f

looked at • from this point of view,the sum rules tell us to what extent

these special configurations are remembered in the averaging. Their study

could provide some valuable insight into the origin of chiral symmetry breaking

and Its relationship to confinement of quarks to mesonlc and baryonic

bound states. In particular it would be interesting to examine both

the left and right hand sides of the sum rule configuration by configuration

in a lattice simulation.
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A D D E N D A

For the special (l + y 1 ) chirally projected type II sum

rules a higher symmetry on the lattice is invoked so, in fact,

different order parameters are involved in Eqs.(26) and (27). The

order parameters given in our paper apply to the ordinary

chirally projected (l ± y ) sum rules.
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